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With SeiSee you can easily visualize and analyze seismic data in two formats, SEG-Y and CST. The
SEG-Y file format is commonly used by industry analysts to visualize seismic data in native SEG-Y
format. Many industries also use SEG-Y files for powerpoint presentations and slide shows. SeiSee

accepts data files in all popular native SEG-Y formats such as DOS or XDS. The latest seismic SEG-Y
files can be analyzed in addition to older SEG-Y files. SeiSee also works with many advanced analysis

and processing programs (including FastMap, DragTopo and Fat Ratio) to visualize data. SeiSee
comes with an intuitive and powerful interface, and with plenty of editing features. Trace selection
and on-screen controls make you analyze your SEG-Y files as easy as it gets. SeiSee comes with
extensive documentation. If you need more information, you can find additional help files, videos
and helpful software demos on the SeiSee website. NZ Earth is a seismic visualization and data

reduction software application designed for the analysis of multi-channel LAS data, particularly PCF,
VN and VIS data. The program allows users to analyze multi-channel data of different resolutions

(area, longitude and latitude) with multiple stations. The NZ Earth program can output visualizations
of data as a single section, a vertical section or as a composite image. The program is also

particularly useful for analysis of VN data, and for efficient data reduction. Digital Geologic Imagery
(DGI) is an application for the interpretation and visualisation of seismic reflection data. It allows the
user to process and analyse tomograms and cross-sections. Applications SnoopPEAK is a powerful

web browser based seismic processing software application designed to analyze and compare
various seismic data (P-wave reflection, noise, AVO, etc.). SnoopPEAK allows the user to view,

convert, prepare, coregister and publish wavefield data for professional evaluation. Graphite Studio
is a professional graphic application used to transform, enhance and create graphite related

documents. As a graphic application it provides greater functionality over what can be achieved
using conventional text based tools. Seismic PEAK is the most advanced P-wave reflection data and
AVO analysis and visualization software available. Seismic PEAK is a complete 3D P-wave and AVO

software application designed specifically to visualize and display subsur
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SeiSee Crack For Windows is a powerful application aimed at earthquake specialists who are looking
for a quick way to visualize seismic data encased in SEG-Y and CST format. Structured interface for

easy accommodation SeiSee Activation Code comes with a rich set of features that can help
researchers, students and teachers to better analyze earthquake data inside an environment that is
comfortable and suited for the average computer user. The interface of the program is intuitive and
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user friendly, encasing the program’s capabilities inside a few menus and a wide array of buttons
and toolbars that provide quick access to common functions. Intuitive editing and navigation controls
Files can be added to the visualization area using the dedicated commands, as drag and drop is not
supported. The quick bar located in the upper side of the main window provides access to various

display modes, including wiggle, gray, color and timelines, as well as to scale and direction
adjustments. On the left side, you’ve got a similar bar that encases zoom functionality, trace

selection / sorting and axes parameters. In what the viewing area is concerned, the program allows
you to trace headers and comes with a hard copy feature. Other highlights include automatic gain

control, check operations for header consistency, band pass filters, trace search, a seismic plotter, as
well as the possibility to export the image to BMP and PostScript formats. A few last words On an

ending note, SeiSee comes across as a comprehensive application that can assist in the visualization
and analysis of seismic related data, being suited for use inside schools and research centers. User

rating: How useful was this review? About: SeiSee is a powerful application aimed at earthquake
specialists who are looking for a quick way to visualize seismic data encased in SEG-Y and CST

format. Structured interface for easy accommodation SeiSee comes with a rich set of features that
can help researchers, students and teachers to better analyze earthquake data inside an

environment that is comfortable and suited for the average computer user. The interface of the
program is intuitive and user friendly, encasing the program’s capabilities inside a few menus and a
wide array of buttons and toolbars that provide quick access to common functions. Intuitive editing
and navigation controls Files can be added to the visualization area using the dedicated commands,

as drag and drop is not supported. The quick bar located in the upper side of the main window
provides access to various display modes, including wiggle, gray, color b7e8fdf5c8
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Innovative earthquake monitoring software. A new SEG-Y/CST-compatible data format that has been
developed in conjunction with the other SEG-Y format. Seismic data can be presented in over 15
different display modes. The software can process multiple seismic data files at once. One of the key
features is the ability to link into other existing applications to increase the ease of information
research. The Seismic analysis program for SEG-Y/SEG-CST compatible files offers a truly intuitive
user interface. The interface includes the main Seismic analysis menu and a number of application-
specific toolbars. The main menu includes all core analysis functions. Segmentation analysis
functions are accessed through the Segmentation Menu, where toolbar icons and key commands are
included. Segmentation events can be analyzed with the Segmentation Menu and the corresponding
toolbar. A complementary analysis can be found in the Cadence Analysis Menu, where the
appropriate toolbar icons, key commands, and other functions are included. The Cadence menu
includes a number of specialized functions. The Cadence Analysis Menu is directly accessed through
the Cadence Analysis toolbar. All Cadence events can be analyzed with the Cadence menu and the
corresponding toolbar. Data can be logged in the Seismic Analysis or Cadence Analysis menus.
Importing files and executing other analysis functions are supported using the Import and Execute
icons. Exporting files to SEG-Y/SEG-CST format and PostScript is supported. Seismic Analysis SEG-
CST SEG-Y CST CADENCE PERIODICITY GREY Color Linking to Other Programs Linking to OTHER
data/analysis programs is easy. The program supports these types of programs: VISI Analyst SEND
Cortex PGS ArcGIS Syngine JTS Dose Segdi Cadence USGS Segmentations AZC Prysm The program
supports these types of data/analysis functions: ASCII CORK DOSE DYNAMIC ESE Elbe SH FEM IDR
IMAGINE INFO MPR MSIG SC

What's New in the SeiSee?

SeiSee is a powerful application aimed at earthquake specialists who are looking for a quick way to
visualize seismic data encased in SEG-Y and CST format. Structured interface for easy
accommodation SeiSee comes with a rich set of features that can help researchers, students and
teachers to better analyze earthquake data inside an environment that is comfortable and suited for
the average computer user. The interface of the program is intuitive and user friendly, encasing the
program’s capabilities inside a few menus and a wide array of buttons and toolbars that provide
quick access to common functions. Intuitive editing and navigation controls Files can be added to the
visualization area using the dedicated commands, as drag and drop is not supported. The quick bar
located in the upper side of the main window provides access to various display modes, including
wiggle, gray, color and timelines, as well as to scale and direction adjustments. On the left side,
you’ve got a similar bar that encases zoom functionality, trace selection / sorting and axes
parameters. In what the viewing area is concerned, the program allows you to trace headers and
comes with a hard copy feature. Other highlights include automatic gain control, check operations
for header consistency, band pass filters, trace search, a seismic plotter, as well as the possibility to
export the image to BMP and PostScript formats. A few last words On an ending note, SeiSee comes
across as a comprehensive application that can assist in the visualization and analysis of seismic
related data, being suited for use inside schools and research centers.Q: How to define the default
handler for an event (within a class) in Python? I'm looking for a similar method to the following, but
within a class (specifically, within a class named MyClass). I have the following: class EventHandler:
def __init__(self, event, callback): self.event = event self.callback = callback def handleEvent(self,
*args, **kwargs): callback(self.event, *args, **kwargs) class MyClass: def __init__(self): ... def
doSomething(self, event, *args, **kwargs):
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System Requirements For SeiSee:

Supported game languages: English Minimum and recommended specifications: OS: Windows 7 / 8 /
8.1 / 10 Processor: Intel Core i3-3220 / AMD FX 4350 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 460 / AMD Radeon HD 5770 DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 8 GB available space Configure
Your Video Settings Unless you have updated your NVIDIA drivers, you will need to install the latest
drivers from NVIDIA’s website. You can find
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